We can also quickly produce reprints for you of one or more chapters – at a reasonable price. Reprints represent a very interesting platform for reinforcing your message, and are perfect for seminars and workshops, your trade fair presentation or for personal contacts within the scientific community. They are also well suited to assisting your sales force in showing the strengths of your company. We will even design your reprints with your own logo. Make use of this cost-effective addition to your marketing activities and/or to underscore your scientific reputation.

Examples of reprint versions:

![The World of Carbon & Graphite](image1.jpg)
![MAUERWERK Kalender 2012](image2.jpg)
![Vliesstoffe](image3.jpg)

**Individual offers on inquiry**

Your contacts:

Simone Dress  
Phone +49/(0) 6201 606 334  
E-Mail: sdress@wiley.com

Petra Stark  
Phone +49/(0) 6201 606 424  
E-Mail: pestark@wiley.com
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